Relation of formants and subglottal resonances in Hungarian vowels
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Abstract
The relation between vowel formants and subglottal resonances
(SGRs) has previously been explored in English, German, and
Korean. Results from these studies indicate that vowel classes
are categorically separated by SGRs. We extended this work
to Hungarian vowels, which have not been related to SGRs before. The Hungarian vowel system contains paired long and
short vowels as well as a series of front rounded vowels, similar to German but more complex than English and Korean.
Results indicate that SGRs separate vowel classes in Hungarian as in English, German, and Korean, and uncover additional
patterns of vowel formants relative to the third subglottal resonance (Sg3). These results have implications for understanding
phonological distinctive features, and applications in automatic
speech technologies.
Index Terms: subglottal resonances, Hungarian, quantal theory, vowels

1. Introduction
Since the advent of formal generative phonology [1], the role of
phonetic and functional factors in shaping and explaining sound
patterns and phonological processes has been approached from
several theoretical perspectives (e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). One of the
most successful theories which tries to define the phonetic basis of phonological distinctive features is Quantal Theory (QT)
[3, 4, 7]. QT relies on the claim that “the relation between an
acoustic parameter that can be observed in the sound and an articulatory parameter that can be manipulated by a speaker takes
a particular non-monotonic form” [4, p. 3]. This means that in
some regions of the articulator space small movements lead to
big acoustic changes, while in other regions large movements
lead to small acoustic changes. The latter are the stable regions which underlie distinctive features. This also means that
phonological systems will use the acoustically unstable regions
as a dividing line between the + and − value of a distinctive
feature. One set of unstable regions (for vowels) arises from
acoustic coupling between the vocal tract and the subglottal airway. Since the subglottal system does not have moving articulators during speech production, subglottal resonances (SGRs)
are fairly constant for a given speaker (typical values of SGRs
can be found in [8, 9]). SGRs can distort the spectral peaks of
formants if they fall nearby, such as when F2 and the 2nd subglottal resonance (Sg2) are close [7]. Therefore, it is hypothesized that speakers will avoid putting vowel formants in these
regions. For instance, Sg2 forms a natural division between

front and back vowels [7], Sg1 forms a division between low
and non-low vowels [7], and Sg3 forms a division between the
tense and lax front vowels [10]. For the same vowel produced
at different times or in different contexts, formants are thought
to be free to vary only within the frequency bands defined by
the subglottal resonances [10, 11].
In recent studies it has been shown that SGRs 1) can cause
discontinuities in formant trajectories [12], 2) are salient in
speech perception [13], and 3) are useful in speaker normalization [14, 15]. However, the relationship between SGRs and
vowel formants has been studied for only a few languages.
Wang and colleagues [14, 15] tested speaker normalization applications on the speech of American English-Spanish bilingual
children. Lulich [10] studied the relation between Sg2 and F2
in one adult native speaker and nine child speakers of American
English. Madsack and colleagues [11] investigated the relation
between Sg2 and F2, and Sg1 and F1, in two German dialects
(High German and Swabian), and Jung [16] did the same in Korean. Although the data is still relatively sparse, in each case the
results were consistent with the interpretation that SGRs form
divisions between classes of vowels across languages.
In this paper we present evidence that SGRs define vowel
distinctive features in Standard Hungarian. The following hypotheses were tested: 1) Sg2 is a boundary between front and
back vowels; 2) Sg1 is a boundary between low and non-low
vowels; 3) front rounded and front unrounded vowels can be
differentiated in terms of Sg3.
1.1. The vowel system of Hungarian
The vowel system of Standard Hungarian contains 7 short vowels and 7 long vowels (all monophthongs). Phonologically, the
short and long vowels are paired together, as illustrated in Table 1 [17, p. 47]. Note that the short vowel [E] has the long pair
[e:].
Phonetically, the low vowel pairs differ in quality as well as
quantity. The differences in quality are based on differences in
Table 1: Phonological classification of Hungarian vowels.

high
mid
low

front
unrounded
rounded
short long short long
i
i:
y
y:
e:
ø
ø:
E

back
short
u
o
O

long
u:
o:
a:

articulation, as illustrated in Table 2 [17, p. 44]. Acoustic differences are revealed in our analysis, as well (see below). There
is no general agreement to what extent mid and high vowel pairs
differ in quality (see [18, 19]).
Table 2: Articulatory characteristics of Hungarian vowels
(s. = short, l. = long).

high
mid-high
mid-low
low

front
unrounded rounded
s.
l.
s.
l.
i
i:
y
y:
e:
ø
ø:
E

central
unrounded
s.
l.

back
rounded
s.
l.
u
u:
o
o:
O

a:

2. Methods
2.1. Recordings
Acoustic data were collected from two male and two female
adult native speakers of Standard Hungarian, aged between 22
and 38 years (denoted M1, M2, F1, F2). The speakers produced
several utterances of “OCVCO” nonsense words, where the target vowel was inserted between two voiced plosives, and the
first consonant was [b,d,g]. For speakers M1 and M2 the second consonant was fixed as [b], whereas for speakers F1 and
F2 it was fixed as [d]. The target vowel was placed in the second (unstressed) syllable. Note that there is no vowel reduction in unstressed syllables in Hungarian. All Hungarian vowels ([O,a:,o,o:,u,u:,E,e:,i,i:,ø,ø:,y,y:]) were included. The female
participants repeated the nonsense words five times each, for a
total of 15 utterances per vowel, while the males repeated each
word three times, for a total of 9 utterances per vowel. The
recordings were made in an anechoic chamber with a Monacor EMC 100 condenser microphone at a distance of approximately 15cm from the lips. The SGRs were recorded using a K&K HotSpot accelerometer attached to the skin of the
neck below the thyroid cartilage. The two signals were digitized at 8kHz with a Terratec DMX 6 Fire USB external sound
card and were recorded to separate channels using Wavesurfer
(http://www.speech.kth.se/wavesurfer).
2.2. Measurements
The first three formants of each vowel were measured at
the vowel midpoint from the microphone signal, and the
first three SGRs were measured from the accelerometer
signal. The microphone recordings were segmented semiautomatically with the Hungarian trained version of the
MAUS forced-alignment program (http://www.phonetik.unimuenchen.de/forschung/Verbmobil/VM14.7eng.html),
and the formants were measured automatically in Praat
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Figure 1: Sample spectrogram of speaker M2’s accelerometer
recording for the nonsene word “OdObO”.

(http://www.praat.org) and hand-corrected.
SGRs were
measured by hand at least 25 times for each speaker, using
Wavesurfer. The median values are given in the last column of
Table 3. Fig. 1 shows a spectrogram of the accelerometer signal
from speaker M2, indicating that the measurement of SGRs is
similar to reading off formants (c.f. [10, 12]).

3. Results and Discussion
Vowel plots for each speaker are shown in Fig. 2, with the
SGRs indicated by straight horizontal and vertical lines. In general, the vowel space is clearly divided by the subglottal resonances. Sg1 (the horizontal line) separates low and non-low
vowels, while Sg2 (right vertical line) divides front and back
vowels. Sg3 (left vertical line) divides the front unrounded vowels, [i,i:,e:], from their rounded counterparts, [ø,ø:,y,y:].
There are some exceptions to these rules, however. For
speaker M1, for instance, the vowels [E] and [O] have F1 values lower than Sg1, and F1 values for [E] appear to be very
close to Sg1 in speakers M2 and F2. There are three potential
explanations for this. 1) The resonances in the accelerometer
signal are not as clear as the formants in the microphone signal.
This is due to the larger damping of the subglottal system [7],
as well as the low-pass nature of the neck tissues. Often being
close to F0, these factors make accurate measurement of Sg1
difficult. A further difficulty was noted for speaker M1, namely,
that coupling between the vocal tract and the subglottal system
was particularly strong, leading to a strong influence of the first
formant on the spectrum in the region of Sg1. It is therefore possible that Sg1 was not measured accurately and the true Sg1 is at
a lower frequency. For speaker M1 this is particularly likely because the measured Sg1 was disproportionately high compared
with Sg2 and Sg3. 2) Even in laboratory speech, co-articulation
is always present, and it is possible that the [E] and [O] tokens
with low F1 were due to co-articulation with the consonants. 3)
It is equally possible that the SGRs simply do not separate low
and non-low vowels as cleanly as hypothesized.
In addition, note that the vowel [O] has F2 lower than Sg2
in speakers M1, M2, and F2, but not in speaker F1. Madsack
and colleagues [11] found that F2 in the German low vowel
[a] was either categorically above Sg2 or categorically below it,
depending on the speaker, and Jung [16] found that the F2 of
[a] in Korean depended on the neighboring consonant place of
articulation. It is possible that similar variations of low vowels
will frequently be observed across languages.
Figures 3-5 show the frequency-normalized distributions of
F1 and F2 relative to the SGRs for all four speakers. In Fig. 3,
for instance, the raw F1 values for each speaker were normalized with respect to Sg1 and then pooled together. As can be
seen, Sg1 separates low vowels from non-low vowels. In Fig.
4, raw F2 values were normalized with respect to Sg2. Front
vowels and back vowels are separated by Sg2. In Fig. 5, raw F2
values were normalized with respect to Sg3. Unrounded nonlow vowels, [i,i:,e:], are separated from their rounded counterparts, [y,y:,ø,ø:], by Sg3.
The results suggest that the SGRs can serve as a threshold
in classifying vowels into distinctive features by their formant
frequencies. We therefore analyzed receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves for each SGR separately for each speaker
(graphs not shown). In each case, the ROCs showed that a range
of frequencies optimally separated the different categories of
vowels (e.g. front vs. back vowels). These ranges are given in
Table 3.
The median SGRs mostly fall within one standard deviation
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Figure 3: Normalized distributions of F1, for all speakers. The
solid line corresponds to all low vowels, while the dashed to all
of the non-low ones.
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Figure 4: Normalized distributions of F2, for all speakers. The
solid line corresponds to all front vowels, while the dashed to
all of the back ones.
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Figure 2: Vowel plots of the four speakers. Horizontal and vertical lines indicate subglottal resonance frequencies. Empty symbols represent short vowels, and filled symbols are long vowels.
The vowel identities are labeled in the vowel plot for speaker
M2.

Figure 5: Normalized distributions of F2 for front vowels, for
all speakers. The solid line corresponds to all rounded vowels,
the left dashed to all of the unrounded low vowels, while the
right dashed line to all of the unrounded non-low.
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Table 3: Results of ROC analysis (all numbers in Hz).
SGR

Speaker

Sg1
Sg1
Sg1
Sg1
Sg2
Sg2
Sg2
Sg2
Sg3
Sg3
Sg3
Sg3

F1
F2
M1
M2
F1
F2
M1
M2
F1
F2
M1
M2

Optimal
range
609 – 616
596 – 606
430 – 525
488 – 541
1735 – 1766
1523 – 1688
1175 – 1304
1151 – 1245
2182 – 2304
2328 – 2465
1927 – 2020
1863 – 1971

SGR
± 1 S.D.
576 – 638 *
601 – 723 *
527 – 707
496 – 658 *
1393 – 1563
1445 – 1641 *
1251 – 1351 *
1152 – 1318 *
2070 – 2466 *
2389 – 2463 *
1933 – 2097 *
1898 – 2050 *

Median
SGR
607
662
617
577
1478
1543 *
1301 *
1235 *
2268 *
2426 *
2015 *
1974
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